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1965 Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ71
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

1965 Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ77
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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1966 Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ82
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

1966 Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ78
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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1968 Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM17
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

1970 Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM31
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

1970 Saddle Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM36
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Aqua (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM02
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Black Vinyl Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM10
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Bright Blue (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM14
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Bright Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS63
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

34.74

Bronze Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM20
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Camel Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ48
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Carmine Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ38
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Dark (Metallic) Green Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM24
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Dark Aqua (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM04
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colours are a 2 stage application
process. We supply the base color and a top coat so that the
correct Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you
are not sure of your interior color please supply the year of your
vehicle. Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just
"paint over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to
Impregnate the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off.

66.34

Dark Green dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM25
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Dark Ivy Gold Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ73
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Dark Mustard Gold Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM06
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colours are a 2 stage application
process. We supply the base color and a top coat so that the
correct Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you
are not sure of your interior color please supply the year of your
vehicle. Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just
"paint over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to
Impregnate the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off.

34.74

Dark Saddle Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM42
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.

34.74
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We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

Fawn Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS57
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

34.74

Firethorn Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ45
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Gold (metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM43
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

GTO Blue

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM15
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Ivy Gold (metalic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ84

66.34
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custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

Ivy Gold (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM46
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Jade Green Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM19
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Light Blue (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM12
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Light Fawn Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS58
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Light Green

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM23
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Light Saddle Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM35
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Light Turquoise Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ80
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Lt Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ90
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Nugget Gold Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ87
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Off White Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM40
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Orange Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM26
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Palamino Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ75
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Parchment (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM27
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Parchment Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ76
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.
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Pearl (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM28
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Red (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM8
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM30
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Saddle Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ79
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

34.74

Sandlewood Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM41
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Seville Aqua Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS50
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Seville Black Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS55
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Seville Dark Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS54
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Seville Light Blue Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS56
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Seville Red Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS64
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74
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Seville Silver Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS66
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Seville White Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeS69
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Sienna Brown Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM07
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Slate Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM44
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Tan Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM47
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.
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Turquoise (Metallic) Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ83
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

66.34

White Dye

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeM37
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Willow Green

Our Vinyl Dyes are manufactured in London England, they are ELDyeZ21
custom mixed to vinyl samples that have been supplied to us by
our Interior Manufacturer. Solid colors are applied in single stage
application. The Metallic colors are a 2 stage application process.
We supply the base color and a top coat so that the correct
Metallic style factor finish will be your end result. If you are not
sure of your interior color please supply the year of your vehicle.
Unlike other so called Vinyl Dyes on the market that just "paint
over" your existing color, our Dyes are formulated to Impregnate
the vinyl for a long lasting finish that will not rub off. One spray
can will be enough to do one seat or 2 door panels provided the
vinyl's are a similar color. If you are changing colors you will need
approximately 50% more dye.

34.74

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find El Camino parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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